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Outline of presentation

What is biodiversity
Challenging targets and challenging infrastructure
The opportunities
Hadley Wood hedgerow trial
Yatton yews
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What is biodiversity

the variety of all living things
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Challenging targets
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Challenging infrastructure

32,000km 
track

52,000 
hectares

200 kph 25kV AC 750 V DC

35,000 bridges30,000 km 
fences

1,000 tunnels 2,000 
viaducts

2,500 stations



OFFICIAL

… but what an opportunity!!
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The people numbers

1.65 billion 
passengers

7 million 
neighbours

One-third of GB 
within 500m

5 volunteer 
days

40,000 
staff
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The nature numbers

21 habitats 20% woodland 
cover

53 rare 
bees

200 SSSIs >90,000 trees 
planted

1 on-line 
design guide

1 standard6 million 
trees

23 rare
butterflies

1 Biodiversity 
Action Plan
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Hadley Wood hedgerow trial

image from http://www.hadleywood.org.uk/history.html
Method Survival rate Approximate height

Volunteers 100 % 2 metres

Contractors 67 % 1 metre
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Yatton
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“… the rail estate could support carbon offsetting and 
sequestration for the wider economy, including through 
extensive tree planting. Green barriers such as these will 
also be effective at reducing the effects of noise on 
properties bordering the railways. ”

“… the trees and wildlife habitats along our 
railway tracks will be valued as natural assets, 
playing a central role in delivering a railway 
for people and wildlife.”

Last word
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1 
planet

1 
opportunity

1 
company

Thank you

neil.strong@networkrail.co.uk



The Conservation Volunteers

Connecting people and green spaces



Introduction:

Fiona Richards TCV Operations Director England North

Who are TCV:

The Conservation Volunteers (TCV) connect people to the green 
spaces that form a vital part of any healthy, happy community. We 
bring people together to create, improve and care for green 
spaces.

TCV Community Network: an Introduction and future partnership.



 HEALTH & WELLBEING
 COMMUNITY
 LEARNING & SKILLS
 ENVIRONMENT

Our 4 outcomes are the basis of all the work we do at 
TCV. Connecting people and green spaces to care for 
our natural environment, to provide people with a 
sense of community, with vital skills and training, and 
the ability to look after their physical and mental 
health.



TCV – the local charity 
with a national reach 

Teams of dedicated, passionate 
staff and volunteers work with 
communities across England, 
Northern Ireland and Scotland

Through our Community Network 
we also support local community 
groups across the UK.



COMMUNITY
Through the work of TCV communities
become stronger and work together to 
improve the places where people live and 
tackle the issues that matter to them.

We work with communities to help them take an active role in the creation of local outdoor 
spaces that reflect their unique needs.

Their precious green spaces might be used as somewhere to grow food, as an outdoor classroom, 
as a haven for wildlife or simply somewhere to meet friends.



COMMUNITY SUPPORT

We draw upon our expertise as a national 
organisation taking a local approach, 
working with people and communities to 
co-design solutions that meet their needs.

We brings residents and stakeholders 
together to provide them with the 
practical expertise, resources and training 
they need to engage in sustained social 
action that makes a positive difference.



The TCV Community 
Network has over 
1680 members and is 
free to join.

The TCV Community Network connects groups with each other providing access to 
a package of support including a dedicated website, insurance, discounts, funding 
information, access to grants and much more.



Membership benefits include:
• Shared resources
• Health & Safety guidance
• Safeguarding support
• Volunteer recruitment and retention advice
• Conservation mini-guides
• Access to our famous Conservation Handbooks
• Online training and webinars
• Exclusive access to TCV’s Community Network 

website
• A range of specially negotiated discounts from 

TCV’s suppliers of tools, trees, seeds and 
equipment.



The Community Connections 
Newsletter

Our quarterly Community 
Connections newsletter is sent  
to all our network members.

We share their stories and 
updates on news and events, 
working to create network 
connections and collaborations.

TCV undertake an annual survey 
with members to ensure our 
network is responsive to 
feedback and new ideas.

“We  are so proud to be members of TCV Community Network. The 
information on the activities of other groups, national initiatives and 
advice which is there for us is invaluable. It is so reassuring to see that all 
the groups in TCV are moving forward in the same direction. We can't 
believe that yet again we are getting membership free! A big thank you 
to Simon and all at TCV - a round of applause is surely merited!"

John Bullen, Over Hulton Community Group



FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:
CHESTNUT FUND & GRANTFINDER

The Chestnut Fund makes grants available to 
encourage and enable community groups to carry out 
conservation activities. The grants are funded and 
administered by TCV. 

Our subscription to GRANTfinder helps identify funding 
available to groups. With access to over 8,000 
charitable trusts, corporate sponsors, Government 
funding and Lottery awards.



Zurich Insurance
Whatever activities a group is running it is highly likely 
they’ll need insurance. 

TCV have been working with Zurich for over 15 years, they 
are one of the leading providers of insurance for 
conservation groups offering tailored packages to TCV 
member groups with a discount.

Quotes are available from Zurich online. Their website will 
guide groups through selecting the cover they need. Be sure 
to provide a TCV membership number for the discount.



Simon Hancock is our Community 
Network Coordinator

“Here’s me trying to get MY younger 
generation into green spaces”

“I promote the Community Network and 
deal with all sorts of enquiries from 
group members. If I can’t answer directly, 
I probably know a person who can”

You can get hold of me via email: simon.hancock@tvc.org.uk

Or give me a ring on: 07843 045705/01302 388885

mailto:Simon.hancock@tvc.org.uk


Celebrating our successes

The TCV Hero Awards recognise the impact that our 
people and programmes have across the UK. 
This year we have included an award for Community 
Network group of the year.
There is so much more we want to achieve and 
working together helps us do more and have a greater 
impact.



Practical example:
TCV Bedford have been working in partnership with Network Rail and
Natural England at Great Stukeley SSSI near Huntingdon since 2016.

• The site is a railway cutting about two and a half miles long in total. 

• The site is scarce calcareous grassland and is classed as nationally 
important for the plant hosts

• The team has maintaining the site for fifteen years changing the area 
from rank grass and scrub into a thriving biodiverse grassland. 

• Great Stukeley SSSI  supports a huge range of wildflowers and a vast 
list of wildlife



• The team currently runs over 100 task days 
on the site each year

• The cut grass is raked up and piled under 
the tree line so that the grassland nutrients 
remain low, improving the conditions for 
wildflowers and maintaining the 
biodiversity. 

• Other tasks include seasonal trimming back 
of blackthorn and bramble. 

• Native tree and shrub species are 
maintained on site to provide nesting areas 
and a mosaic of habitats



Group example:
Northern Corridor Community Volunteers runs activities in N.Lanarkshire.

Throughout the pandemic they have strived to keep group momentum.

• Volunteers re-tasked delivering food parcels
• Kept up maintenance on group land and structures
• Ran an online garden design course with contribution from as far as India 

with the best ideas being put into their community garden
• Kept working but in smaller groups
• Tripled the amount of sessions leading to increased productivity
• Local areas kept clean by litter picking, getting members out into green 

spaces and fresh air.



Thank you

Any questions?





Bottesford Friendly Garden:
Community Engagement & 

Partnership Working.
Jo Andrews

Community Rail Officer
Poacher Line



Before picture



Community Engagement……



Partnership Working

 Permissions

 Funding

 Volunteers

 Gap in Knowledge



By working together….



….We achieved



BOTTESFORD 
FRIENDLY GARDEN

SOME THOUGHTS ON BIODIVERSITY







































www.beefriendlytrust.org



Friends of Goostrey Station
QGIS mapping for biodiversity

Find out more about QGIS: https://qgis.org/en/site/about/index.html

Read more about the mapping project: https://communityrail.org.uk/friends-of-
goostrey-station-use-technology-to-map-out-biodiversity-work/

https://qgis.org/en/site/about/index.html
https://communityrail.org.uk/friends-of-goostrey-station-use-technology-to-map-out-biodiversity-work/
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